Match Report Round 6 (HWAFC Integrated Game 3) 14 May 2016
High Wycombe 6:8 vs CBC Gold 2:5 at Morris Buzzacott Reserve

It was a good team performance and a solid win. Especially after the shock and disappointment of
losing our captain Tristan to a dislocated knee in the warm up, before the game had even started
and then seeing him stretchered off and taken away in an ambulance. Thanks to Mr Sheeds and to
Michelle and Michaela for helping to get him sorted while waiting for the ambulance.
Our focus this week was to have fun and enjoy the game. Most of us were able to do that this week.
This will be something that we continue to work on for the rest of the season. The match day captain
this week was Matthew Safe.
We started well with a quick goal but then tended to rush and not make the most of our scoring
opportunities. We led at quarter time but CBC Gold had a good second quarter and they were in
front at half time. Fortunately, we were able to settle and played a good second half to finish with
the win. There were some good link ups between Robbie and Shannon in the second half giving us
drive down the ground with Graeme and Justin providing targets up forward and Eddie and Lue solid
in defense.
The bench and managing eight reserves is still a challenge but we are doing our best to rotate and
give everyone a go. Congratulations to Shannon McKinley on his first game for the club.
Goal scorers: Justin 3, Graeme 2, Shannon 1
Best players: Jeremy, Graeme, Robbie, Shannon, Justin, Lou, Eddie, Zac and Cory
Thanks to the usual support crew Assistant Coach Sheeds, Umpire Dermi, Team Manager Michelle,
Runner Michaela, Goal Umpire James, Trainer Phil Sheedy (Mr Sheeds) and to Peter and Michael for
running water.
Hockers

